
The workforce 
is evolving. 
Why isn't
your HR?
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Then you will 
be able to:

With ConnectMeTM,  you can establish a 
digital workplace designed around your employees

Today's digital workforce demands
access to information that is 

predictive, personalized and easily accessible.

The changing workforce: 75% millennials, 
or “digital natives,” by 20251

60% of whom evaluate a company brand 
based on personalization and experience2 

So, it’s no wonder that 86% of business and HR 
leaders ranked employee engagement as important3 

Yet, 74% of employees find 
their work environments complex4 

Fragmented systems and processes
 create frustration for employees and HR 

But what if you could...

Employees can’t find 
the information to manage 
their careers or life events

Executing HR tasks 
are complex and
time-consuming

Inundated with manual tasks,
HR is unable to take a leadership 

role or create collaboration
across the workplace

Utilize insights and
analytics to provide

predictive, personalized 
and guided HR interactions

Protect employees
and managers from
having to navigate

multiple HR systems

Promote more 
collaborative relationships 

between employees 
and with HR

Guide engagement and increase 
speed to resolution through 
integrated self-service tools

Provide convenience and choice to 
access and complete HR tasks 
through mobile app capabilities  

Facilitate communication
using familiar chat and 
community features

?

Attract and engage
employees through a
consumer-like experience

Boost productivity and 
speed of HR service delivery

Better serve the
current and future
needs of the business

Create
capacity
Increases automation
and removes redundant,
manual work for
HR staff

Grow
capability
Builds capabilities of HR
organizations by delivering
training through content
and best practices

Boost
credibility

Uses insights and
analytics to drive

process improvement

Empower
community

Creates collaboration
and builds community

through integrated
social tools
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